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  1. 

1 

 

02/02 Is the tender documentation available in Hungarian 

language? Are there any documents available in word or 

excel format? 

The official tender documentation is in English, because the Hungarian tender 

documents have not yet been updated in accordance with the new Financial 

Regulations entering into force 1 January 2016. However, for information 

purposes the tender specifications can be found in Hungarian on our website.  

Some word and excel documents for completion can be also found on the same 

website 

http://www.europarl.hu/preview/hu/hirek/kozbeszerzes/kozbesz_europa_nap.ht

ml  

 

2 03/02 What's the planned budget for the media campaign? As per the Technical Specifications 3.5. the planned budget is net €23.000. 

3 05/02 Annex VII Financial data sheet: the information is 

required in euros, but the balance sheets of the company 

are made in HUF. What exchange rate should be used for 

completing this sheet? 

The daily or weekly average exchange rate applicable on the date of completion 

of the data sheet can be used. However, this information is acceptable also in 

HUF.  

4 09/02/ Are production costs, creative design, varieties and 

printing costs included in the € 23.000 budget or only 

media planning and buying costs? Are these technical 

costs included in the budget? 

All costs should be included in the € 23.000 budget, there is no additional 

budget for technical costs(see Technical specifications 3.3.1.2. and 3.3.3.2).  

5 11/02/

2016 

Can we have information about the performing artists, 

and concert program of the festival? 

According to the current situation the performing artists are the following: 

Rutkai Bori Banda, Tompos Kátya, Mary Popkids, Kovácsovics Fruzsina, Ivan 

and the Parazol, Papírszínház, Móka Tér. The program of the big concert is not 

available yet. 

6 15/02 For the installation of the appearances on Margaret 

Island (banner, infobox and information boards) do we 

need to calculate with costs or are they included in the 

rent of the venue? 

The installation of the three information boards requested by us is free of 

charge, for the other appearances a cost must be calculated.  

7 15/02 Is there a fix EUR rate to be used for the exchange of our There is no fix EUR rate. As the offer must be quoted in EUR and the payment 

http://www.europarl.hu/preview/hu/hirek/kozbeszerzes/kozbesz_europa_nap.html
http://www.europarl.hu/preview/hu/hirek/kozbeszerzes/kozbesz_europa_nap.html
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offer in HUF, or shall we use the official daily exchange 

rate by the National Bank of Hungary? 

will be made also in EUR, it's solely at the tenderer's risk which exchange rate 

to use. 

8 18/02 An obligatory outdoor element is the production and 

placement of 3,5x2m banners. Who is responsible for the 

permit, the suitable surface and the supporting sturcture 

in case of the entrances to Margaret Island?  

It is the contractor's responsibility. 

9 18/02 According to the new Hungarian law on Economic 

Advertisement Activities a 15% advertising agency fee is 

obligatory, but this can not be introduced in the Budget 

Information Sheet (Annex II). In what form can this fee 

be indicated?  

The Budget Information Sheet can be extended with a new entry or the fee can 

be introduced also under "other expenses". 

10 18/02 In the specific conditions (draft order form, page 2) we 

can read that " To be signed and returned only if there 

has been no specific indication in the tender documents 

that submission of a tender implies acceptance of all the 

terms and conditions of the contract laid down in the 

specifications and the documents annexed thereto." 

Please specify if it is required to attach a blank, but 

signed order form to the tender. 

 

The draft order form is only a sample and serves for information purposes about 

the contracting conditions of the European Parliament. There is no need to sign 

and attach a blank draft order form to the tender.  

 

 


